[Radiotherapy of soft tissue sarcoma--part of a multidisciplinary strategy].
The management of soft tissue sarcoma has evolved from a solitary surgical treatment to an interdisciplinary multimodal approach including radiotherapy. These fundamental changes are the result of increased knowledge in tumor biology, radiation sensitivity and the improvement in modern radiation therapy techniques. A successful effective therapy regimen strongly depends on distinct preoperative diagnostics, preoperative conception of the surgical intervention and an experienced oncological team. Of significant importance for the prognosis is early diagnosis as well as tumor excision with a wide negative margin. However, even after complete wide resection in sano, the use of postoperative radiotherapy can further improve local control and should therefore be applied to the majority of patients. Consequently, radiotherapy should only be omitted in cases in which the tumor has been excised with a very wide negative margin; this implies, however, high quality of surgery and distinct histopathological analysis. Patients with non- or questionable resectable tumors, should be referred for pre-operative radiotherapy in order to improve the surgical results. Recent studies have underlined the efficiency of modern radiotherapy regimens. The different radiotherapy regimens will be highlighted against the background of tumor stage and tumor resectibility.